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Vocational-technical education has neglected the area
of policy' research,' not because Federal support preempts the
polic-making role, !Are for 'a Combination of reasons: (1) adverse

reaction to a vocational-technical progrmm is not welcomed by its

authors and benefactOrs, (2) vocational-technical educators are not

typicilly researchers, (3) the need for study of a 'Soblem is . .

precluded, by the need for action, (4) researchers within and outside '

the field are not-trAisted to understand the problemiiand (5)
educators in vocatipnal-technical education are reluctant,to
sacrifice any .of the independence presently' enjoyed by State and

local leadership..polioy research is necessary, however. The image of

vocational-technical education :is suffering because the evidence

supporting its worth has not been collected, organized, and analyzed.

Studits which haver been onducted (Kaufman and Schaefer, Walter H.

Arnold, Arthur M. ee) d not attempt to measure in an analytic sense

what policy.produ es the best results. This is-the time to involve
social and behavi ral sc eutists in Vocational-technical education

1/evalAation, to co ince political' authorities that the data do

support the conjec ures, and to be an accountable member of the

educational systet in terms of funding and policy. (0)
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4, The topic ofpolNicy research has surfaced, at least in

the discipline of,socioIogy, with vigor and forOeful debate

indicative of those stout and hearty souls that make up this

discipline. James Coleffian (102) began stirring the pot for
. .

policy. research in the Social sciences as early'as 1972, when

he published his paper advocating that the social cientists
v..

. .

functiot as policy scientists.' Althoughthe.Coleman paper
1

brought quick reaction, some to the contrary from his fellow
\ '

sociologists,, the factremains that vocational-technical

education has.not. indulged itself in policy research either

with dr without the'assistance of this diScipline. The question,

therefore, is not necessary wh\but why not? Lest such .

'rhetoric appears confused, precisely stated, 'Should we

embark on some straightforward policy research and if so,

what'miht be the .pay off to the improvement of 'our field?."

As near as ,I can' determine, after,having been exposed-to

vocational education in a number of state's, there is indeed

An objective of those-in charge to prove that the acceptance

ot*federal vocational funds does not impinge upon the

prerogative of a'state tolset policy. And to prove this, we
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literally boast that vocational education policy is a& different.

in as many cases as we have states. Such dive.?genty comes

quickly to the fore when-one atteh s our national meetings

and hears time after time state 1 dership rising to depict

in.glowing terms how problems we solved in their state in

their unique manner dnd with4Uut the weakest of appeal to

others. refle6ting, "try?; it -- You'll like ita. And, to show

the complete independen,:le on the part of fellow cohorts,
/ .

each returns home determined not to try it. It is no wonder,

then, that one somehow gets the feeling that all that interests

us 1,11 generation after generation of vocatiopal educators is

the rediscovery of the wheel. I submit our historical

'forefathers, the ProsSers,Wrights and Aliens, literally knew

what we know today . d in some cases were practicing it much

etter:

In defense.of those who do not "try j.t"ds the fact that

.too oftenlour.position paperi do not carry the hard facts to

support our conjectures. At one time I thought the establisii-

.ment of the State Research Coordinating Units would prbvide

such hard data but I am now convinced that in theimain, them,

do not have the analytic capability for such an undertaking.

Instead, we find in the Semiannual. Re ort on Research Coordinating

Unit Activities (1972)/such bland undertaking. as publishing

newsletters, proViding microfiche readers, condUCting career .

development programs, special paper preparation and disseMination

and the like. Rarely does one fin4 reported studies,ofai
'

follOwup nature, evaluative'undertaking, and more basic type
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research endeavors. And even rafivr doeS.one get to feel thaty
'-weheve'enlisted in our efforts t researchesearch expertise of

those. related disciplines such as sociology, economics and

psychology. I need not remifid you that th Research,Coordinating
t

Units account for several millions of dollars of the yearly,

fedefal vocational fund6,

'The much talked about report entitled4Work'in America

(1972) and the more'recent article appearing in the July, .1974

issue Of Manpower (1974) entitled "Vocational-Education:.

.Performance and Potential" blatantly attacks vocational,
,

education,aS being ineffeclalie'; :1,11 conceived, andiin gener41,.
as

a poor inves-pment. Thais latter article (Vocational Education:

Performance and Potenial) purports to have reviewed the

findings'of our research undertakings and answers such questions

as:'

Are-graduates of high school vocational,
programs who "go straight to jobs better
off in the'quality of jobs, earnings,
unemployment.rates,.6r job satisfaction,,
than cothparable non-vocational graduates'l
who go to work immediately? Is the ,

nature of the curriculum a causal or
decisive factor in any difference between
these groupe Other important issues
include the comparative drop out rates
of'students in Naribus'high school
curricula and the effect of vocational
educatibn on the pursuit of higher
education.

The conclusion reached was that vocationa\l education is

not A very viable altern tive in tvrms of.the issues raised.

Yet the review of our re archis shaded by such, caveats as:

4
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At the outset, some words of caution
are in ordorAbout the,studies,reviewed
in this article. They are beset with
condeptionAl probiems,methodalogical
pitfalls, and statistical limitations,.
They often aro not comparable, with.one
another, and few of them'were done recently
!enough to measure the improvements in
high Schoolfvocationaleducation planned,'

, by the 1968 amendments for the. Vocational
;Education Act. ,Proceeding from dj.fferent.
values and a8Fumptions, the analySts1.4ave
not'evon agreed on the 'objectives or
outComes to be tested:

' Having been'engaged, al ng with Jacob Kaufman, in several
tf,

studies of an evaluative na ure of vocational - technical edu-
.

.

cation I can sympathize with 8ome frustrations alluded to by

those who undertake to review'our.fieles limited and meager
.

attempts to proVb Once and for' all the worth of vocational

education. I card also attest to the. lack of full review of

the Schaefer and Kaufman,Sifilings in the two previously

mentioned publioltions. Our data, inat least two studies

Kaufman, Schaefer,,et al, 1987,and Schaefer'andKaufman;

1971), shOW that vocational education has a "pay off" and

has a potential whigh is only now being realized.by the total

educational :profession -- and that is' using the "process of

vocational education" for all youthtas so ably defined by

former Commissibner Sidney P. Harland, Jr.,'in his career,
ti

education concept;

1t is easy to be "fouled.out" when one is quOted'out of

context or misqUoted,altogether. Our "'role" study represents

the largest single sampld of high:school.graduates:ever

,interviAtedi some.5,181, from vocational, general, and

academic, curriculums correlated with some 2,826 on .the job
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supervisors and o010600 employers rating instruments:

questionnaires were received from 1,600 teachers and to'

Check the data obtained from the interviews, another 3,342

respondents _cmpleted and returnedcmailed questionnaires.

Moreover, much oS the analysis was Controlled across the

sample by IQ scores, thus making
4
it aquasi experimentaltype.

undertaking: Our state-wide study ;(Massachusetts) was.not as
o

extensive-but-Was based on a questionnaire sample of 1,786

4.

stratified on vOcatioria13general, and academiourriculums.,

In ddditiOn, it included a study of-228 .private vocational-a

technical schools and 820 industrial employers.

' Consequently, and especially',in the "role" study, we
.

were notextrapolating our data from small,JiumbprsHand\thel..

findings, although needing .updating, do supply some of the

hard datalleecled even today. But Pike most evaluative

studies, Kaufman's and my work does not attack the prOlem''

of policy decigionmaking. I suppoSe-we naively thought that"
$1.

once having accumulated hard data, some,policyapplication

'would be.evident. And I am afraid tuch,the,same,will happen
4

from Arthur Lee's (1972) national effor:e. Ithas.lust been
. ,

announced that\the National Academy of science aducationAl

Researcher, 19741 is, in the processof evaluating the'overall

research and development effort of vocational education. It

will'be interesting to see what their review will have to say

about our policy research effort.

'Other studies of an evaluative type which. have a bearing

on the problem being discussed are Arnold'se(1969) study Of

6
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Pennsylvania and some of the work ofSomers'(1971), Strong.

-(1970)). Stromsdorfer (1969), and Teh-weilluieeal (1969), as

Well as the National Planning Association ..(1972) study Policy

Issues and Analytical Problems in EvalUatingVocational.

-Education.

Yet T would hasten. to point out that none of these are

of the policy research type of which Coleman speaks. They

do not attempt to measure in an analytic sense what policy

produces thejpest results. In fact, Kauffflan and I studied

very little of the policies found, except to get a "gut

feeling" that the decision makers for vocational education,

whether atthe local or state levels, were too low in the

hierarchy to h'ave much influenbe at the top.. And the only

success we may have had in this argument is the fact that in

Massachusetts the State riirector!s title went frot Chief of

V

a Bureau to Associate Commissioner.

This being the case; Coleman's position that policy

research is a most neglected' area needing study as highly

valid. For example, the field of vocational-technical

education had been attackpd time and time Again for its

, .

resources distributirin; especially'

atate1-,,
receives. Yet, we know that

varied results from state to state.

almost 'all of their salaried personnel in their division of

vocational educatiotr out of federal dollars, while others use .

'

the same dollars for almost entirely local program support.
. .

the'f.gderal dollars each

these federal dollars produce

Some states support.

,

The point.here is that resource distribution policy may', in

O
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One case", produce mbrean terai of desirable outcomes than

in another'. But we ,really do not know. Policy research,

7' to use Coleman's term; can be carried on in terms of pa4h

designs to trace the effect the federal funds has on the

intended recipient. A long organizational path may negate'

'impact of the' policy on its ultimate recipients. In other

1.1

words, too many federal dollars invested ih state division

.personnel may retard" rather than advance p'rograms. Coleman

is enough of a realist to-see the many problems involved in

pure policy research which atteMpts to measure policy inputs

and relate them.to policy.outputs. 'One way of doillg this:

(besides experimental design) he suggests '51 through what he

caIls'"social audit". More. specifically,' Coleman states:

I
.

,In a social audit, rebourc a .uts
. .

initiated, by policy are t iaced om -

the point at which they a20 .diSb rsed

to the point at which the'are: ende
experienced by the ultimate

i,

recipient okthose.resourceb: It is i
then those resources as experienced
that are related.tor-the outcomes in . ,
the research, rather than the resources

/

as disbursed. For there are, two /

possible causes for the ineffectivehess
%.,,t,.4. .,..

of resources: the resources as . ' i.-'..,,;',

experienced-lay be' ineffective in

resources as'disbursed'never reach the
ultimate intended recipient and are
instead lost somewhere in the path
between point and initial disbursement .

and the paint of experience by the
ultimate recipient. In research that
'does not trace4the resources along this
path, it is impossible to distinguish
these two causes of .ineffectiveness and
the assumption is ordinarily made that
resources as.experienced'are the same de
resources as disbursed.(p. 18).

4.
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While John Evans (1974) in a recent article in the

Educational Reseai4cher indicates some progress in evalu..4-ive

research endeavors and their implication for policy making,

it remains, at, least from my vantage point, to see anything on
-,

.
the horizon dealing spedifically with vocational- technical educa-

tion policy research.../ In fact, unless our leadershiprises above -

their present statute and,overcomes our image.of "business

as usual", T see very.11ttle chance of maintaining vocational-
,

technical:education,as a discrete force in the educational
4°

t mosaic.

Let's face it:

1. Once vocatignal-technical programs' are put into''

effect, the political force of their authorship and the pressure

from their constituency for continued funding makes it almost

impossible to acknowledge publibly that they are n t as

effective as we would like.

2., .Vocational- technical educators are doers and not:

ekperimenters. We believe actions speak louder than words'

and we simply do not have the patience to invelve,ourselves

to:any kreat extdAt in research and inquiry, whether it be

for policy making or even saving dollars: for that matter.

3. Our leadershp (state and local) is politically

astute to the point of making for bad education. %Their'mode

of policy decisir making is based on the princip:.e -- if there.

is enough'interest in some p oblem to support a midpr s udy,

then the interest will be so1.great t)).At no one will be

willing to wait for the conclusion of the research before 4
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proceeding with the program. On the other hand, if there is

not a broad concern o'er the problem, then there will not be

enough interest to fund the research anyway.. W.ther way flier,

'need not be any experimentation on the problem.

77

4. We cid not trust our own researchers, let alone those

from other disciplines. We fear social and behavioral scientists.

.

because the5i,09 not understand the problems of our.ongoihg_

'vocational programs and we are nit willing to embrace them'

Frig enough so they will gpt indepih.iteights- into our

.prOlems.
. 7-'

5. We have steadfastly refused to use the much talked

about but little understood research tools of PrograM. Planning

. and Budgeting (PPBS) and Management by Objectives (MBO)

!

becau.e they take away the 1Authoritarian"Amode1 of state and

local leadership.

It 17.precise y because of these reasons why we do not'

do policy research Yet there is no time more important than

now for: 1) involvement of the social and behavioral

scientists in the evaluation of vocational-technical education;v,

2) the need.for convincing the political powers that be, that

we hjve the data to support our conjectures and; that we

are accountable for our part In tie educational mosaic, both

. in terms of funding and policy. The ,pay off of polity research

could well produce the leverage that vocational-technical

education so badly needs.
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